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having only used a third of the total fighter force in the first Gulf War, at the time, the conclusion to reduce forces was easy to draw. Unfortunately, the opposite occurred. As forces were drawn down, requirements increased. The environment went from one that was predictable to one that was unpredictable. Operations such as SEA SIGNAL, RESTORE HOPE and DENY FLIGHT in the early nineties, to Operations NORTHERN and SOUTHERN WATCH,
ENDURING FREEDOM, among others, have become the norm. This increase in Operations
Tempo has impacted all elements of the Total Force, including the Air National Guard.
Many in the Air National Guard will probably agree that, even before September 11, 2001, our forces already had a significant Operations Tempo. As a key player in the Total Force, Air National Guard units were heavily involved in the Air and Space Expeditionary Force construct as well as other missions throughout the world. Since the further increase in
Operations Tempo post September 11 th , Air National Guardsmen have felt the strain in each area of the "remarkable trinity." Short notice deployments, lengthy periods of time gone from family, and stresses about long periods away from their primary employment have been realized. The "traditional" Guard construct of "one weekend a month, two weeks a year" was already a foreign concept for many guardsmen. The events of September 11 th , 2001, have more than likely ensured that-for all-that structure is now history.
With change comes stress and, almost daily, one can read a significant number of news articles that speak to how the United States military is stressed. Coupled with the high deployment rate-as the United States continues to prosecute the Global War On Terrorism-is the fact that the Department of Defense is seeking out ways to transform all military forces. For the Air National Guard, this situation is further complicated in that 70 percent of the force treats the military as a second job. For these airmen, this is not their primary source of income, and in order to remain a ready, reliable, and relevant force, a balance between each airman's military, family, and employer responsibilities must be maintained.
That is the primary concern of this paper-how to maintain a balance. Each and every issue in this short research paper will not be covered, but that is not the goal. The goal of this paper is to present Air National Guard members, their families, and their employers with a basic understanding of the issues surrounding membership in today's Air National Guard. Airmen requirements are predominately related to training for future deployments. Family requirements viii involve how best to inform and prepare families for the deployments that will inevitably occur.
And finally, employer requirements demand that, in order to remain an employee, a positive relationship is maintained. Balance is the key word. If any of the three areas becomes grossly out of balance, the Air National Guard will most likely suffer a loss, as airmen will choose to separate. The reason could simply be an airman realizing he or she is unable to continue to perform military-related duties, to more difficult situations such as a divorce or the potential loss of one's primary job because of too much time away. The specific reason truly does not matter, what matters is that each airman provides a vital function, and if that airman comes to the conclusion that he or she cannot continue to serve, the Air National Guard must recruit a replacement. This can have a severe impact on the ability to present a viable force.
A second goal of this paper is to present ideas and recommendations in order to ensure the Air National Guard remains ready, reliable, and relevant for many years to come. People are the Air National Guard's greatest asset, especially when it comes to ideas and innovations to improve the force. Use the information presented here to formulate and present your own ideas. Developing better methods to employ the finite amount of resources the Air National
Guard receives is crucial, as an increase in military endstrength isn't necessarily the best, most TRANSFORMING THE AIR NATIONAL GUARD IN THE 21 ST CENTURY: HOW TO BALANCE THE AIR  GUARD'S "REMARKABLE TRINITY"-THE AIRMAN, THE FAMILY, AND THE EMPLOYER I've said before that the National Guard really is the seat on a three-legged stool-one leg being the citizen-soldier and airman, one being their families and one being their employer. Without any one of those legs, the stool is in jeopardy. So, how much elasticity will the employers bear? How much elasticity of service will the families take? And how much can the citizen-soldier take trying to balance his or her military part-time career against the demands and the stresses of the family and the employer? I think we have to watch that very closely. The "remarkable trinity" was a concept described by the great Prussian theorist Carl Von Clausewitz. In his book On War, published in 1852, he described what we know today as a "remarkable trinity" that consisted of the government, the military, and the people.
2 He recognized a crucial relationship existed between the three and that if a balance was not maintained, the synergistic effect of the trinity as a powerful force becomes muted. His theory asserted that the three entities are inextricably linked and that neglect in one area equates to neglect in all areas. He stated:
These three tendencies are like three different codes of law, deep-rooted in their subject and yet variable in their relationship to one another. A theory that ignores any one of them or seeks to fix an arbitrary relationship between them would conflict with reality to such an extent that for this reason alone it would be totally useless.
This belief can definitely be applied to the Air National Guard's "remarkable trinity," and is certainly something that needs to be paid attention to as we continue to transform our military forces. Although Clausewitz's trinity theory is more complex, the point is that all parts of the equation are important. Certainly a perfect balance cannot be maintained at all times, but the caution is that there is a limit. Airmen have and will continue to deploy for lengthy periods-and during that time the equation is obviously going to be out of balance. But there are things that can be done to lessen the imbalance and impact, and in turn give the Guard the opportunity to retain its most valuable asset-its people.
Thousands of dedicated guardsmen regularly perform an extraordinary balancing act in regard to their military, family, and employer related responsibilities. As the Air National Guard continues to participate in worldwide operations at a phenomenal pace, a clear strain has been placed on each of these three segments. To maintain the balance and to remain ready, reliable, and relevant, the ANG needs to infuse new ideas in preparation for future missions. Today's airman has incredible demands on his time. Indeed, as General Blum states, "without any one of those legs the stool is in jeopardy."
This paper will examine some of the challenges the Air National Guard faces as it transforms its force for the 21 st century. Preparations for today's Guardsmen must advance beyond the traditional concept of one weekend a month and two weeks a year. Complex technology, coupled with a reduced force structure and expeditionary operations, drastically changes the time and training required to adequately prepare. Additionally, the ANG must also dedicate more time and resources to each airman's family and employer. The higher the OPSTEMPO, the more resources the ANG will need to spend educating and informing each aspect of the trinity. As the three are inextricably linked, all three areas need to be considered if we are to recruit and maintain a viable force for the 21 st century.
Preparation requirements for airmen are the first area that this paper will concentrate on.
Many requirements exist in order to prepare and maintain the force. Given the finite amount of time to accomplish ancillary training, Professional Military Education (PME), Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC) training, and other issues as well, the ANG needs to employ a variety of methods to efficiently and effectively accomplish these requirements.
Next, considerations for an airman's family-the backbone of any military outfit-will be discussed. Many studies have shown that families have a large influence on the decision for airmen to remain a part of the ANG. Educating families and allowing them to participate in as many ways as possible-in effect training them-is critical to each airman as they strive to maintain the proper balance. 
THE AIRMAN
Many in the Air National Guard will probably agree that, even before September 11, 2001, our forces already had a significant OPSTEMPO. As a key player in the Total Force, ANG units were heavily involved in the Air and Space Expeditionary Force (AEF) construct and other missions throughout the world. Certainly, the "traditional" Guard construct of "one weekend a month, two weeks a year" was already a foreign concept for many. The events of September 11, 2001 , have more than likely ensured that-for all-that construct is now history.
Another significant change is the amount of notice the RC received prior to mobilization. ANG units had in the past been comfortable with the notion that they would have 30 days to mobilize; however, only 16 percent of those mobilized were given that much time ( Figure 1 ) 4 . More significant is the fact that 65 percent received seven days or less notification. In order to remain a relevant force, the ANG will need to transform its practices to ensure all airmen are prepared to deploy with little notice.
FIGURE 1. ADVANCE NOTICE OF MOBILIZATION AIRMAN ISSUES
The fundamental difficulty surrounding preparing for deployments is time. As the military incorporates increasingly complex and wide-ranging systems, more time is needed to learn and practice each function. On top of that, airmen need to balance training from three primary focus areas. First, there is core training specific to the AFSC each airman is assigned. Next, there is PME-education that is not only critical for an airman's promotion, but also vital for the Air National Guard as a whole. Finally, there is ancillary training. This training ranges anywhere from chemical warfare training to diversity training or some other relevant contemporary issue.
A great example of change that is being incorporated today is found in a program called Force Development. Air Force Chief of Staff, General John P. Jumper, describes this program
At CORONA we adopted a new vision for how we work with the most important resource we have, all of you. As we transformed our Cold War structure into an Air and Space Expeditionary Force, it follows that we transition the way we train, educate, promote, and assign our Total Force…Force Development will enable us to focus on each individual by emphasizing our common airman culture while offering a variety of choices that respects the distinctive elements of your career field. Focusing on each individual is crucial. Force Development starts with a common foundation for all and then spans to, "offer qualified individuals in all career fields, advanced degrees in conjunction with tailored PME based on what we know they need for their jobs, period." 6 As the ANG continues to become more specialized-in the way we train, deploy, and fight-tailored training programs offer one of the keys to potential solutions for the 21 st century ANG force.
Notification time isn't the only reason to adapt training methods. The decrease in force structure, the Air Force's emphasis on expeditionary operations, and the infusion of technology has impacted the way forces are organized. Blended units, associate units, and units such as the 480 th Intelligence Wing, Langley AFB, Virginia, are examples as to how ANG forces will be presented to Combatant Commanders. The 480 th includes more than 2,000 active duty, National Guard, and civilian personnel. 7 As a "reach back" capability tasked to collect and interpret images from various platforms, the 480 th signals the type of task-oriented units that will require a new way of preparing citizen-soldiers assigned to the ANG. 8 Ultimately, these changes will drive the need to develop targeted training plans that make increased use of distributed learning and other methods. However, additional concerns arise out of the impact technology is having that directly impacts the time each airman has to train.
As more technologically complicated and expensive systems are being developed, a dilemma is created. Due to costs, some of the newest systems incorporated have forced the The examples listed are only a few of the aspects that need to be considered as adjustments in how the ANG trains and prepares are contemplated. Issues involving the family will further exploit the need to create different methods to train.
THE FAMILY
Contingency operations have placed enormous strains on our service members and their families, and have helped demonstrate that mission readiness and family readiness are inextricably intertwined.
9
-National Guard and Reserve Family Readiness Strategic Plan: [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] As the number and duration of deployments continues to rise, the Family aspect of the ANG trinity has become increasingly important. A recent General Accounting Office report highlights the reason why the ANG needs to pay more attention:
The proportion of military personnel with spouses and children has risen dramatically since the military eliminated the draft and established an all-volunteer force. For example, 60 percent of Gulf War veterans versus 16 percent of Vietnam veterans were married with children during their service in these conflicts.
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"A reserve member's satisfaction with reserve service is directly related to the attitude of his or her family toward the member's participation in the Reserve components." 11 In addition, "a survey of reserve members indicated that a majority considered the burden placed on their spouse as the principle family problem related to a mobilization or call to active duty." 12 An airman worried about his or her family will have a difficult time working safely and effectively.
Separation brings change in the dynamics of the family as individuals go through many emotions before, during, and after a separation. Separation is never easy, but it can be a positive growth experience for everyone involved. 13 Family support has obviously been around for a long time, but not until the 1985 Military Family Act was legislation enacted to address the importance of military families.
FAMILY ISSUES
Many supporting agencies such as the United Service Organizations (USO) have existed for many years, but as the ANG continues to evolve and is tasked for more deployments, more attention needs to be paid to family concerns. The dramatic increase in the number of airmen married certainly adds to the stress both sides will experience during deployments. Much as the OPSTEMPO has had a significant impact on families, the same can be said for employers. In the past, employers only expected to see their employees gone for a maximum of two weeks once a year. Clearly that standard has changed (Figure 4 ) 36 . Another obvious concern with the increase in OPSTEMPO is the fact that more employers have to temporarily live without a certain percentage of their employees for an increasing length of time.
RECOMMENDATIONS
As we prepare for the future, we must think differently and develop the kinds of forces and capabilities that can adapt quickly to new challenges and to unexpected circumstances. We must transform not only the capabilities at our disposal, but also the way we think, the way we train, the way we exercise, and the way we fight.
37
As we develop our recommended legislative proposals for fiscal year 2005, we must continue to pursue changes in the law that may be necessary to modernize and transform the force.
38
The two statements above, written by Secretary of Defense, Donald H. Rumsfeld, echoes other senior military leader concerns and very much applies to the ANG. The notion that the ANG will remain a ready, reliable, and relevant force training once a month and two weeks a year is outdated thinking. The increased reliance on ANG airmen to deploy adds additional stress to the other two parts of the trinity-families and employers. In order to recruit and retain a viable force, the ANG must make changes to the way it trains and prepares all three parts of the trinity. As the DoD continues to emphasize the need to transform, and concerns itself with the correct mix between the Active and Reserve components, ANG leadership should support changes that enhance the advantages the ANG offers while considering the impact these changes will have on the trinity.
Two primary conclusions may be drawn from the information prescribed. First, expeditionary operations and the complete integration of the RC have forever changed how commanders will employ the Air Force. No matter what the mix, the continual integration of technology has lead to a highly educated and specialized force. Recent operations have proven that the ANG has the ability to deploy many parts of a unit to multiple places around the world.
This fact not only emphasizes the need for a multitude of training options for unit members, but also has a major impact on all three parts of the ANG trinity.
Second, the increased reliance on the RC also drives the need to change the way we inform-essentially train-the families and the employers. Increased reliance on the RC results in increased reliance on families and employers for much needed support. Following
Clausewitz's belief that the trinity is inextricably linked, Figure 5 demonstrates how this translates to the ANG trinity. A value of "1" has been assigned to each part of the trinity. In a perfect world, the balance between the three parts equates to a maximum value of "1" for each.
Numerous factors exist that will upset this balance-deployments, family situations, and 
TRADITIONAL STRUCTURE
• Separate systems; difficult to transition between them.
• RC employed using multiple authorities.
• Mobilization or "workarounds" needed for extended duty beyond minimum obligation.
• • Single system with ability to move between full-time and part-time status.
• Improves capability to manage workforce in flexible manner.
• Enhances ability to access "volunteers" and attract civilian skills from outside.
• "Contracts" with variable pool members set expectations and improve access.
• Reduces need for involuntary mobilization.
• Potential to merge duplicative structures.
employers involved and informed is key. In short, the more out-of-balance one part becomes, the more impact it has on the trinity overall. If one part becomes overwhelming-in effect, reaches zero-it may lead an airman to the conclusion that military service can no longer be continued. Below are more specific recommendations:
• DRILL TRAINING -Currently, the method of training airmen is to conduct Drill once a month at the airman's base of assignment along with the idea that two additional weeks will be allotted to additional training opportunities. The days of the "weekend warrior" are gone. It's a new world and we need to transition. In addition to a rebalanced force, the future holds a more flexible drilling schedule for Guardsmen and Reservists. Instead of the traditional weekend drill, there could be two two-week training periods. Reservists or Guardsmen might only go to the drill center once a year for administrative duty. Some might do all of their training at the same time. Virtual drilling may also be a possibility.
Two two-week training periods may work for some, but not all. I feel it is important to evaluate the training requirements of each AFSC (and perhaps unit) and decide on the number of drill periods each is to be allotted. With the continued incorporation of blended units and other similar concepts, drill periods and days may vary from the traditional 39-day construct to many more periods for certain AFSC's. The key point is that requirements have increased. A complex system requires more complex and targeted solutions. The Unit Type Code based expeditionary structure means that requirements for each airman could be extremely different. Some may be able to train in the current time allotted, but others may need more drill periods or more mandays to accomplish required training. Additionally, more time may be required to "spin up" to a deployment.
Conversely, less time may be required after a deployment. 41 A give and take approach recognizes the fact that the other two factors in the trinity-families and employers-are equally important. Finally, virtual drilling and variable drilling concepts will need to be incorporated to ensure Guardsmen are prepared to deploy on a moments notice.
Methods of training that need to be contemplated are primarily: live simulation, virtual simulation, distributed learning, and others. Fully supporting the ability to complete requirements remotely and getting paid is another important factor. Incorporating a system that allows commanders to quickly assess unit needs is critical for today's ANG operations, particularly since the time between when the order is received to deploy and the actual deployment date may be short. A potential solution is a program called Force Vector, which is outlined below 43 :
• CONSOLIDATE PERSONNEL ACCOUNTABILITY TRACKING SYSTEMS IN ORDER TO STREAMLINE THE MOBILITY PROCESS -
Ineffective skills and training management processes throughout the Air Force compounds the difficulty of selecting and deploying qualified personnel to meet operational requirements. Commanders need to quickly assess the readiness of their personnel and take actions to assist those that have not met their requirements. Force Vector (formerly Personal Trainer) will provide the flexibility, agility, and responsiveness needed to quickly assess, by individual, where gaps in skills and knowledge exist.
Adopting a system that allows individuals to see changes and updates to their specific training requirements, as well as other information, will greatly enhance the mobility process and will maximize the limited time Guardsmen have to prepare. Provide a systematic approach to address training and education issues and ensure a top-level review of Air Force requirements. The goal of TFTERP is to increase effectiveness and cost-efficiency in training and education by providing a corporate process to resolve issues, balance priorities, gain training efficiencies through use of Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) when appropriate, and recognize civilian acquired skill equivalencies. The result of TFTERP is a sustained focus on training and education requirements to produce the skills and knowledge required to meet mission readiness expectations for the Total Force.
• ALIGN ALL TRAINING, INSPECTION, AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS WITH THE AEF CYCLE TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT POSSIBLE -
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Alignment of all programs will preserve resources, help manage OPSTEMPO, and enhance predictability. Predictability is an important concern for each part of the trinity.
Among other things, airmen will be able to pursue education as described in Force Development, families will be able to plan vacations, and employers will be able to plan for absences. To enhance this effort, units could sponsor a "family mobility line" during a Drill period.
• MERGE THE CAPABILITIES OF ALL DOD FAMILY SUPPORT PROGRAMS -
Base personnel could quickly review information from the packet, and answer any questions or concerns. Additionally, having the capability to accomplish this remotely through the Internet would afford members the opportunity to update their information at any time. Ensuring pertinent documents are up-to-date can go a long way in reducing a families concerns if a short-notice deployment were to come about.
• CHANGE LAWS IN ORDER TO ENCOURAGE EMPLOYERS TO HIRE GUARDSMEN -
Many great contingency programs regarding RC members exist in the civilian world.
Capitalizing on plans companies have developed will enhance the military's understanding of the employers needs and may offer additional solutions. Small and individually owned businesses are probably of the most concern, as many do not have the same capability to absorb a temporary loss as larger companies (i.e., certain major airlines purposely hire additional pilots in order to cover their schedule while their RC employees are accomplishing their military duties). Obviously the loss of one employee at a small company has a greater impact than at larger companies. "One possible solution is to give each private employer a tax deduction as the employer makes up the difference in pay, up to a ceiling amount per month, for each employee who has been activated."
47 Any incentive or tax break that encourages employers to hire Guardsmen will greatly enhance the relationship between the military and civilian sectors and should improve retention.
• EDUCATE EMPLOYERS ON A MORE ROUTINE BASIS -Nearly a third of airmen state that their employers are unaware of USERRA and other laws pertaining to service needs. 48 Tying this to the trinity, it becomes obvious that the more time you take away the employee from the employer, the more time you will need to spend informing and educating that employer. According to discussions with ESGR 49 , the ESGR structure across the country consists of approximately 4000 people, currently all in a volunteer status. The organization's desire is to assign at least one full-time position-military or contractor-in order to help formalize the process. Additionally, they mentioned that more specific data from employers is needed (more information provided in the next recommendation). The same educational process described for families-briefings, information packets-applies to employers. Captain Samuel Wright 50 , a Navy JAG who works for the Reserve Officers Association and wrote much of the USERRA laws, has several recommendations. In many cases, he found that the bulk of the problems he has heard between the military and employers were solved after discussing the situation and clarifying the rules. He emphasized that, "unit commanders should be the ones that answer the USERRA questions, and don't tell your soldier to have his employer just call ESGR." Again, more time at the unit level will abate many of the concerns and questions employers have. The ability to obtain and discuss information will go a long way in maintaining the balance.
• FORM A COMMITTEE WITH EMPLOYERS TO DISCUSS IDEAS AND OPTIONS -Many great ideas are out there, but there isn't a process to capture this data. The OASD (RA) has dealt with committees, but the process needs to be brought to the action level-the wing-and then pushed up to the OASD (RA). A more formalized process with information coming from the ESGR, Guard Bureau, employers, and other sources, would allow commanders to provide seminars throughout the year. At these meetings, unit members and their employers would have the ability discuss concerns and offer recommendations. These efforts would allow creative solutions to surface while enhancing the military-employer relationship.
CONCLUSION
As significant an element of the Total Force as the Reserve components are, the reserves are not a panacea. There is a limit to what they or any other force can achieve in the face of overwhelming demands and limited assets. They are citizen-soldiers, not full-time soldiers, who must also be responsive to private sector employers, the vast majority of whom are not veterans. While DoD may capitalize upon the civilian skills and expertise of Reservists, DoD must recognize a limit to what it may routinely require of Reserve members. Injudicious use could render a great asset ineffective. 51 A lot of change has and will take place for the ANG. The Guard must keep pace with the existing environment and develop creative solutions in order to maintain a motivated and ready force. Those solutions lie with each and every member at the unit level. Commanders of these units need to afford the time in order to create an environment that encourages creative thinking. The ability to formulate ideas, discuss them, and most importantly implement them, will allow each unit to tackle the unique issues relevant to their mission and base of operation.
For those who leave the military early, they very possibly leave because a controllable element of the trinity suffers a change. It is important to discern why. Certainly outside influences may have been the cause, but clearly certain elements are controllable. Balance is the key. Any area that turns into a zero equals a loss. The ANG needs to take steps to ensure a reasonable balance exists. In the end, the challenges, when they present themselves, will have less of an impact if all elements of the trinity-the airmen, the families, and the employers-are made aware and kept involved. WORD COUNT= 5, 986 ENDNOTES 1 Steven Blum, "We need to get our own house in order," National Guard, July 2003, 23.
2 Christopher Bassford and Edward J. Villacres, "Reclaiming the Clausewitzian Trinity," Parameters (Autumn 1995): 10-11.
This article explains the concept behind the trinity as follows: Far from comprising "the people, the army, and the government," Clausewitz's trinity is really made up of three categories of forces: irrational forces (violent emotion, i.e., "primordial violence, hatred, and enmity"); nonrational forces (i.e., forces not the product of human thought or intent, such as "friction" and "the play of chance and probability"); and rationality (war's subordination to reason, "as an instrument of policy"). Clausewitz then connects each of those forces "mainly" to one of three sets of human actors: the people, the army, and the government:
a. The people are paired mainly with irrational forces--the emotions of primordial violence, hatred, and enmity (or, by implication, the lack thereof--clearly, it is quite possible to fight and even win wars about which one's people don't give a damn, especially if that is the case on both sides.) b. The army (which refers, of course, to military forces in general) and its commander are paired mainly with the non-rational forces of friction, chance, and probability. Fighting organizations deal with those factors under the creative guidance of the commander (and creativity depends on something more than mere rationality, including, hopefully, the divine spark of talent or genius).
c. The government is paired mainly with the rational force of calculation--policy is, ideally, driven by reason. This corresponds to the famous argument that "war is an instrument of policy." Clausewitz knew perfectly well, however, that this ideal of rational policy is not always met: CORONA -CORONA is a periodic conference held by and for senior Air Force leadership. Reach Back -The ability of forward deployed units to "reach back" for information via satellite or other means in order to acquire critical information rapidly. The advantage of this capability is that it reduces risk by allowing critical forces and equipment to remain back home. Additionally, the strain on logistics is decreased as a smaller number of forces forward deploy. Total Force Policy -(short answer) The objective of the Total Force Policy was to integrate Active and Reserve forces in the most cost-effective manner possible. This allowed the United States to maintain as small an active peacetime force as commitments permit.
MilPDS
Reserve Components (RC)
(long answer) During the Vietnam War, the national command authority made a conscious decision not to mobilize the National Guard and Reserves. The failure to mobilize the Guard and Reserves severed a key link between American hometowns and the military. Moreover, the failure to call upon America's citizen soldiers deprived the military of the training and skills that the Guard and Reserves practiced during peacetime.
The "Total Force Policy" as it came to be known, ensured that America could never again go to war without the Reserve components. As missions, equipment and funding were assigned to the Reserves, the relative importance of the Reserves to war planning increased significantly. By constructing a military that could never be deployed without the simultaneous deployment of the Reserves, America ensured that whenever an active duty unit deployed, its hometowns deployed to the theater. Thus, the Total Force Policy cemented the relationship between America and her forces in a theater of operations. (Additional information available at http://www.roa.org/pdf/about_us/roles_mission.doc)
Transformation -Transformation is "a process that shapes the changing nature of military competition and cooperation through new combinations of concepts, capabilities, people and organizations that exploit our nation's advantages and protect against our asymmetric vulnerabilities to sustain our strategic position, which helps underpin peace and stability in the world." Transformation is necessary to ensure U.S. Forces continue to operate from a position of overwhelming military advantage in support of strategic objectives. (Transformation Planning Guidance, p. 3-4)
Unit Type Codes (UTC's) -Unit Type Codes are "packages" of forces. Numerous UTC's are "packaged" according to the needs of the Combatant Commanders. This tailoring of forces exercises economy of force and allows for multiple options versus the previously utilized "whole unit" deployment concept.
